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The Soul’s Journey

Our goal:
Our goal is to
reveal The Triune
GOD to you
through Hebrew
eyes so much so
that you will see
HIM more clearly,
love HIM more
dearly, and
worship HIM ever
more sincerely.
These monthly
newsletters will
well bring you
ever closer to
HIM.
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Let’s look at a Biblical example of a soul’s journey, from beginning to
maturity. We use Psalm 119 to do it, and in a few minutes it will be most
revealing. This is the longest chapter in The entire Bible; and that must mean
something. Obviously, GOD has a lot to say to us that we need to hear, learn
and do, in order to grow up and into GOD in a specific way that will please HIM,
bless us, and enable us to that degree to help others. Did you notice first of all
that each section has eight verses, not seven, and not six, just exactly eight.
Now that does mean something. The number eight in Hebrew means: gate,
fence. It represents a separation. It also represents new beginnings,
transformation, resurrection. These two concepts, put together, mean that you
will reach a point of separation from your past to move into a new level of
transformation, and new beginnings. Something must be left behind (a type of
death or giving up, a letting go, to resurrect which is life coming out of death,
anew. So each verse is like a step, on a ladder, reaching higher and higher in a
soul’s journey, closer to GOD.
Next you are to notice the major jumps. For each section is prefaced by
a Hebrew Letter. This is often puzzling to the nonJew, who looks at it, if at all,
and barely notes it. And if they do note it, they rarely know it’s significance. Well
it is highly significant. For each letter in Hebrew has a meaning. And it’s
intrinsic meaning is the thematic key that unlocks and defines the overarching
meaning of each section of eight, building it’s overall meaning, verse by verse,
and section by section, as the soul matures in The Aleph to Tav Psalm in HE
WHO is THE ALEPH and TAV. We are to grow up into HIM in all things. Here we
go, in Psalm 119.
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The Heart of The Matter
Maturity

Isaiah 60:1 Arise,
shine; for thy light is
come, and The Glory
of THE LORD is
risen upon thee.”

GOD has not
forgotten you. HE has
not left you. Reach
for HIM, take hold of
HIM. Never let HIM
go. HE will be better
than your best
dreams, greater than
your wildest
imaginations. Learn
HIS Ways, trust HIM,
rest in HIM. With
GOD, everything,
everything is going to
be alright!.

1 Corinthians 13:11
“When I was a child, I
used to speak as a
child, think as a child,
and reason as a child,
when I became an
adult, I put away
childish things.” Each
stage of life has its
experiences. One
should lead to the
other, and in going
forward, we leave the
past behind. The

good is amalgamated
into the new, that
which has served its
purpose is then left
behind. The ways and
mannerisms of youth
are fine for a youth,
not for an adult. We
must choose to put
them away. Create
room for the new,
create room to grow,
You must “enlarge
the place of your tent,

and stretch forth the
curtains of your
dwellings. Spare not.
Lengthen your pegs.
And strengthen your
stakes.” Isaiah 54:2
GOD has a lot to give
you. He wants you to
grow, and grow up. Walk
with HIM. Know HIM.
Understand HIM. Be a
man, be a woman. Be all
you can be in HIM. Be
ever filled with HIS Spirit.
Reach maturity in HIM.

Growth
We are to grow from
faith to faith (Romans
1:17), strength to
strength (Psalm 84:7)
and from glory to glory
(2 Corinthians 3:18).
True faith, believing
faith, trusting faith,
doing faith, without any
doubting, is what we are
talking about. A faith
that moves mountains,
changes lives, pleases

GOD. Either you have
faith in HIM or not. Either
we believe HIM, or not.
Either we act on our faith
since faith works,
because faith works, or
we just talk faith, and not
do faith. Faith is more
than a belief, it is an
action that extends out
from and accomplishes
that which we believe.
True faith gives you real

strength, an absolute
overcoming strength,
and in HIM we are more
than overcomers. Then
we have something
greater with every step
we take GODward, to
give to HIS Glory. The
greater the glory, the
greater the honor, the
greater the weight of
glory of what you are
doing. Make it ‘heavy.’
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Did you know
that there are five books to
the book of Psalms? Why
are there five divisions in
the book of Psalms? Look
carefully. For example,
you will see book #5 of
Psalms starts at Psalm
107, and ends at 150. As a
Jew, you would read each
of the five divisions of The
Book of Psalms with each
of the first five books of
The Bible. You would know
that Isaiah 53 really starts

at Isaiah 52:13, three verses
earlier. You would also know
that Genesis 2 really started
at Genesis 2:4, and that Joel
2:2832 is really a whole
separate chapter in a
Hebrew Bible; read as
chapter 3, and that Proverbs
3:5 starts by saying: “Trust
to THE LORD”, not “trust in
THE LORD”, and you would
know why. Begin The Bible
again, through Hebrew eyes,
and read it for the first time.

Your Hebrew Lesson
The Hebrew Language is
The Language of The Bible,
it is The Language of GOD.
Thus, let us look at The
Hebrew with it’s intrinsic
meaning for the word: sin.
Normally: we will see it to
mean: “to miss the mark”,
as an archer would miss
the target. But what is the
target? The answer is: Life.
GOD wants us to live life,
and to live life abundantly

John 10:10. This is The
Heart of GOD. Sin is a
word with a deeper
meaning: the gate that
separates and surrounds
your strength. Sin
separates you from your
strength, you from GOD.
This is the deeper meaning
of The Hebrew Word for
sin. We are examining the
meaning of each letter, not
merely the whole word, or

the whole movie. We are
examining it frame by frame,
surgically, to uncover and
recover the deeper intrinsic
meanings of what GOD is
saying to us. This way we will
be able to see HIM more
clearly, to worship HIM more
sincerely, and to love HIM
more dearly, and this is
worth more than everything.
Come and see, see GOD
through: Hebrew eyes.

Rev 22:12
“And, behold,
I am coming
quickly; and
MY reward is
with ME, to
give every
man
according to
what he has
done.”

What do you say when
want someone who can do,
someone who does care,
someone who is an expert,
someone, with knowledge,
someone with wisdom,
someone with deep
understanding? You want
someone who can see you
through, someone who will be
there at a moment’s notice.
Someone who is never too
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busy. You want someone
when you want to talk but
can’t, or don’t even now
how. You want all of the
above, in one package; in
one person. And more.
More than you know what
to ask for; more than
you’ve even thought; you
want someone to
understand you; totally.
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That’s GOD.
Call HIM Now.
HIS Line is open;
HE is waiting
for you.
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Background on Joel Young Summary Joel B. Young was
born in New York in 1955, to Jewish parents. He grew up
going to Hebrew School from childhood to his late teens. As a
young man, Joel Young, while continuing his Biblical studies,
found the reality of our LORD and SAVIOR YESHUA through
personal experience. He says, "God has been very gracious
to me, giving me ever deeper revelatory truth from HIS
WORD.".
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Joel Young
For HIS Glory Ministry
3112 North Jupiter Rd. # 217
Garland, Texas 75044
www.forHISGlory.org

Write us at:
2 Timothy 2:15

www.forHISGlory.org
Contact us

“Sir, we wish to see JESUS"

Be diligent to present yourselves approved to GOD,
workers who need not be ashamed, rightly dividing
The Word of Truth.”

John 12:21

Statement of Beliefs
1.

We believe in The God
of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob.

2.

We believe that GOD
revealed HIMSELF in
three personal self
distinctions: FATHER,
SON, and HOLY
SPIRIT.

3.

We believe that THE
BIBLE from Genesis to
Revelation is THE
WORD of GOD.

4.

We believe in the literal
interpretation of The
WORD of GOD.

5.

We believe in the
virgin birth of THE
MESSIAH.
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6.

We believe in the Jewish
MESSIAH, JESUS CHRIST,
who suffered and died for the
sins of the world.

7.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST rose from the
dead on the third day
according to the Scriptures.

8.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST will soon come
again to judge the world
and reign in
Righteousness.

9.

We believe that only the
Atoning Blood Sacrifice of
THE LAMB of GOD has
the power to save sinners.

10. THE PRINCE of PEACE,
is the only ONE who can
bring peace to Israel and
the nations .

